
Hello! 

.

If you want to contact 

Through the mail, please use our account like 

below

tk23456@naver.com

We are always welcoming your question or 

inquiry at any time, any where.

please contact to us

T) 82-51-313-8305

F) 82-51-313-8307

456beon-gil 33-11, Gang-byeon Daero, Sasang-gu, Busan, Korea

This is  Taekwang laser co.,ltd



About US

Hello!
I'm Ju-yong kim, whose work for the taegwang laser as a representative
With  our staff’s devotion  and customer’s support, I have lots of appreciate.

In 2011, we have established  corporation at here to work for unlimited customer Satisfaction.

For it’s goal, we have been growing  to the leading company of steel cutting industry, which had based on the differentiated technical power and 
service. Also we have been trying to not only acquire of high-tech device including serveral laser cutting machine, welding machine but also 
increasing capability to production of industrial machine, bucket, pallet, construction machine and so on. 

So, We can supplying of any kinds of parts , which from the industrial machine to the construction machine

With sustaining of standing leading company, we are always have been focus on manufacturing  of  goods which had processed precisely.  As well 
this, we have trying to make deadline and  reasonable price.

For your sustainable satisfaction, we have promised with best service for you, ask for attention and support.
Thank you.

Best Regard

Ju-Young-kim

Representative of the Taegwang laser



About our history

2011.05.11 Taekwang laser established

2012.05.17

Introduced and Installed latest machines

_ Introduced BIKO RG-80 ( rolling machine )

_ introduced BASTA 4.4K ( laser machine

2014.05.07
Expanded and relocated the factoty (651-33 Eomgung-dong,  Ssang-gu, busan)

2014.03.01

Expanded and relocated the factory

_introduced and installed latest machines

_introduced BASTAR 6k(laser machine)

_introduced AMADA RG-125 (handing machine)

_intoduced BIKO RG-125 ( Rolling machine 

2014.04.15
Registered ISO 9001~2008

Registered as venture company



Location



KT laser’s Fish cutting Machnie Series 

⑴ Fish’s head cutting Machine

⑵ Fish’s head and Tail Cutting Machine

⑶ Fish’s Belly Cutting Machine

⑷ Fish’s Belly Cutting Machine



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s headcutting machine

Fish’s head

Cutting machine
With strong motor, Strong durability would be increases the 

productivity of marine products processing.

Product Name HS Code Size / mm Spec weigh

Fish head cutter 8479-89-9099 1,331x 1,237 x 708 50 pieces of Fish head per 1min 230kg

Product Name

Specification

Cutting Speed

Re-equipment this 
machine with a module for 
filleting fish?

The size of the fish that 
could be used on this 
machine Cutting type Term of Manufacturing Price

Fish head cutter
50 pieces of Fish head 
per 1min X 30~40cm strait

It is Depend on 
customer’s inquiries 
and options Negotiable

Until now, most serious problem for the fisheries is head cutter’s handling speed which have been causing by weak motor and it’s frame. But, Taekwang laser who 
have been leading of the Korean machinery made clear of this problem through adopted more strong motor and frame at the design  stage. Let’s look around 
and try to it’s ability.



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s headcutting machine

Fish’s head
Cutting machine

With strong motor, Strong durability would be increases the 

productivity of marine products processing.



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s head and tail cutter

Fish’s head

And tail cutting machine
Innovation toward higher efficiency never stops. We just going our own 

way.

Every time we processed the seafood, we desperately wanted a machine that could trim 
it faster and more elaborately. And finally the machine we were hoping for came out.

Product Name HS Code Size / mm Spec 

Fish HEAD AND  TAIL CUTTER 8479-89-9099 1,326* 1100* 506 Conveyer motor

Power 0.4 kw

Speed 89 mm / sec

Knife Motor to cut of head and tail Power 200kw

Speed 79 rpm

Brush Motor

Power 90 kw

Speed 56 rpm



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s head and tail cutter

Fish’s head

And tail cutting machine
Innovation toward higher efficiency never stops. We just going our own 

way.



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s belly cutting machine

Fish’s Belly

cutting machine
Innovation toward higher efficiency never stops. We just going our own 

way.

Product Name HS Code Size / mm Spec weigh

Fish belly cutting machine 8479-89-9099 800 x 535 x 1,061 50 pieces of Fish head per 1min 230kg



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s belly cutting machine

Fish’s belly
Cutting machine

By taekwang laser co.,ltd



About item series | fishing industry | fish’s belly cutting machine

Fish’s belly
Cutting machine

By taekwang laser co.,ltd



About item series | meat cutting machine |

Frozen meat

Cutting machine
You're having a hard time with frozen meat processing?

Try our Taekwang laser's frozen meat cutter. You'll be satisfied.

Every time we processed the frozen meat , we desperately wanted a machine that could trim it 

faster and more elaborately. And finally the machine we were hoping for came out.

Product Name HS Code Size / mm Conveyor motor Knife motor

Frozen meat cutting machine 8479-89-9099 1540 * 1198 * 1545 Power | 430w | servo motor
Power ; 0.75 w
rpm ; 56 rpm 

● Just put the meat on the conveyor and it cuts automatically.

● Even a pile of squid at minus 10 degrees Celsius can be cut, so it's very efficient.

● The length can be adjusted at random, so it can respond flexibly to customers' orders.



About item series | meat cutting machine |

Frozen meat
Cutting machine

Try our Taekwang laser's frozen meat cutter. You'll be satisfied.

You're having a hard time with frozen meat processing?

It can also be used for processing marine products



About item series | meat cutting machine |

Frozen meat
Cutting machine

By taekwang laser co.,ltd

Conveyer Belt



Final page

Thank you


